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Prepare yourself for an extraordinary journey through time as Dr. Stone Vol.
Two Million Years of Being transports you to a world where humanity's
scientific ingenuity collides with the challenges of the Stone Age.

After being mysteriously petrified for thousands of years, Senku Ishigami, a
brilliant scientist, awakens in a world where civilization has crumbled.
Armed with his scientific knowledge, Senku embarks on a mission to
rebuild society and restore humanity to its former glory.

Volume Two of Dr. Stone continues the epic tale, delving deeper into the
complexities of the Stone Age and the relentless pursuit of science. Join
Senku and his companions as they face formidable foes, forge unbreakable
bonds, and uncover the secrets of their petrified past.

Senku's Scientific Innovations
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Senku's scientific brilliance shines throughout Volume Two as he
transforms the Stone Age with his creations. From crafting a makeshift
radio to harnessing the power of steam, his inventions revolutionize the
lives of those around him.

Witness the ingenuity of Senku as he:

Develops a rudimentary telephone system to connect distant
settlements.

Constructs a waterwheel to generate electricity and power his
inventions.

Creates a unique alloy that surpasses the strength of stone.

Thrilling Battles

The Stone Age is not without its perils, and Senku and his allies face
numerous challenges. From fierce animal attacks to treacherous
confrontations with rival tribes, the stakes are always high.

Experience the adrenaline-pumping action as:

Senku and his friends defend their village from a horde of dangerous
lions.

Tsukasa, a formidable warrior, challenges Senku's leadership.

A clash of ideologies between science and tradition leads to an epic
battle.

Unbreakable Bonds



Despite the hardships they face, the bonds of friendship and camaraderie
grow stronger with each passing day. Senku, Taiju, Yuzuriha, and the
others form an unbreakable connection that defies time.

Discover the heartwarming moments as:

Senku and Taiju reunite after years of being petrified.

Yuzuriha's determination and loyalty prove invaluable.

New allies join the cause, bringing their unique strengths and
perspectives.

Unveiling the Past

As Senku and his companions progress, they begin to uncover the
mysteries surrounding their petrified state and the events that led to the
collapse of civilization. Through ancient writings and forgotten artifacts,
they piece together the puzzle.

Join the investigation as:

Senku deciphers a secret message left by his father.

They uncover the existence of a hidden civilization.

The true nature of the petrification phenomenon is revealed.

Dr. Stone Vol. Two Million Years of Being is an unforgettable journey that
combines scientific ingenuity, thrilling battles, unbreakable bonds, and the
unraveling of a forgotten past. It is a story that will captivate readers of all
ages, leaving them eagerly anticipating the next chapter in this epic
adventure.



Don't miss out on the extraordinary adventure that awaits you in Dr. Stone
Vol. Two Million Years of Being. Dive into the world of Senku and his
companions as they navigate the challenges of the Stone Age and forge a
path towards a brighter future.
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